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Abstract

Based on Mie's theory of light scattering by small
particles, the optical properties of natural aerosol parti-
cles are analyzed. The scattering properties of water drop-
lets (refractive index 1.33), aerosol particles (average
refractive index 1.55) and the scattering and absorption
properties of carbon particles (refractive index 1.6 - O.66i)
are discussed in detail.

Complex scattering functions for power series size dis-
tributions have been computed, and results of some light-
scattering-function measurements at Island Beach, New Jersey,
are compared with the computed scattering functions.
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LIGHT -SCATIERIBG MESURE1\NTS
AIID TE ANALYSIS OF NATURAL AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

INTROIDJCTION

The atmosphere of the earth is a mixture of gases in which microscopic
and submicroscopic particles of solid and liquid phase are suspended. These
particles are called aerosols.

The origin and formation of aerosol particles are not yet completely
known and understood. Over the continents, dust particles from the soil play
an important role; not so much in number (only about one percent of the total
aerosol concentration), but in mass, since they are normally relatively large
particles--one micron radius or larger. Over populated portions of the earth
a large percentage of the aerosol originates from combustion processes of

various kinds. Volcanic eruptions and forest fires are producers of large
aerosol quantities, and oceans are another very productive source.

Woodcock 1 found that small air bubbles from waves form several small
droplets when they break. These bubbles break up into five to ten droplets
which, after evaporation, leave tiny salt crystals in the air. These crystals
are so light that they can be easily carried away by the wind.

Besides the aerosol originating from the ground and the oceans, there
must be other natural processes which contribute to the formation of aerosol
particles. 2 Org.anic and inorganic gaseous components of the atmosphere can
be transformed into liquid or solid particles by photochemical or catalytic
processes. An example is the oxidation of H2 S to S04 or the formation of
smog in the Los Angeles area from carbon-hydrates under the influence of
intense sun radiation.

The fact that there are so many different formation processes for the
aerosol suggests large local and time variations in the concentration of the
aerosol within the boundary layer of the earth's surface. Measured concen-
trations for aerosol particles range from several million particles per cc in
large cities to one particle per cc over the Greenland icecap. Normally, the
aerosol concentration decreases with altitude; however, recent measurements
of JunZe and others3, 4 show that concentrations of a few particles Par cc are
also found in the stratosphere.

The meteorological significance of the aerosol is threefold. As con-
densation and freezing nuclei, the aerosol _articles initiate the formation
of cloud drorlets and ice crystals. The effectiveness of an aerosol particle
as a condensation or freezin7 nucleus depends mainly on its material, size,
and structure. "enerally, it is the larger particles which are most effect-

ive as condensation and freezin- nuclei. 5 The smallest particles, which are
mostly ions, determine the electrical properties of the atmosphere. Because
of their greaz ,r mobility, they deteraine the electrical conductivity cf the
air. And sinca the small ions h-ave a very stronl tendency to &-tach them-
selves to the lar-e articles, the atmospheric conductivity decreases with an



increasing number of large particles. Besides its significance for cloud
physics and atmospheric electricity, the aerosol also has a very great influ-
ence on the optical properties of the atmosphere. Light which is propagating
through a turbid medium is scattered and absorbed to some degree by the parti-
cles. It will be shown later that the size, concentration, and material are
the parameters which determine the type and intensity of the optical phenomena.

On the other hand, measurements of the optical properties of the aerosol
can be used to analyze the composition of the natural aerosol. This method
has a great advantage in that the measurement does not influence nor disturb
the conditions which are to be measured. In the following, the possibilities
and limitations of this method for the analysis of natural aerosol are
investigated.

DISCUSSION

Theoretical and Numerical Analysis of the Optical Properties of the Aerosol

1. The Scattering Theory. The general solution to the scattering prob-
lem was given by Gustav Mie,0 whose theory gives the exact solution for the
scattering function and the scattering and absorption coefficients for hono-
geneous spherical particles of arbitrary size and material. A detailed treat-
ment of the mathematical problem is given by Stratten.7 The most general
description of scattering problems is found in H. C. Van DeHulst's "Light
Scattering by Small Particles. "8

Mie found a solution for the field distribution around a spherical parti-
cle with radius r on which a plane vave is incident. The incident wave
induces oscillations in the charges of the particle with the frequency of the
external field. These oscillations in turn produce electromagnetic fields
which interfere -ith each other and with the induced external field.

The three-dimensional distribution of the scattered light is a function

of four variables:

I = I o f(r, , n, (1)

Io = intensity of incident light
r = nrticle radius
A = wzvelength of the incident light
n = index of refraction of the particle against the surrounding

r._edium
= scattering angle (angle between incident and scattered beam).

]lie starts ,-ith Iell's equation for a periodically variable process
of the followinT form:

A= (< + it) e

Ma ell's ecuation then becomes:

(2)
rot = - a k H



k = /= 21T/ ,, the wave number
J= 6 - 4 ic /w is the complex refractive index of the

particle at frequency cA

= the dielectric constant
cr= the electric conductivity of the particle.

Both quantities are frequency dependent.

The following is the principle of Mlie's solution. Mie chooses the center
of the particle as origin of a polar coordinate system and writes Maxwell's
equations (equation 2) in component form in this polar coordinate system. Mie
then shows that the solutions of the field equations in this coordinate system
can be broken up into three groups. The first group has no radial magnetic
field components and can be considered a series of transversal magnetic waves
(Mr = 0, Er * 0). The second group can be considered a transverse electric
wave (Er = 0, Mr 1 0). The third group contains all the integrals of the
1axwell equations which show periodic variations. They follow from summation

over the integrals of groups one and two. By proper substitutions and elimi-
nations, differential equations are derived in which the angular dependence of
the field is given by Legendre polynonials, and the dependence on the distance
from the center by spherical Bessel functions. The summation over the parti-
cular integrals of the field equations multiplied with a proper amplitude
coefficient gives the field of scattered light.

The next step is to write the field of the incident plane wave in the
form of a spherical wave, with the origin of the coordinate system in the cen-
ter of the particle. The sum of the fields of the incident and the scattered
light then gives the field distribution for any point inside and outside the
particle. Using the boundary conditions (constance of the tangential com-
ponents at the boundary layer particle-medium and finite value for the field
at each point), the coefficients can be determined. This gives the formal
solution of the problem.

The solution for the distribution of scattered light for incident non-
polarized light has the form

I = I o ( x 2 /8 ) i1 () x, n, Q) + i 2 ( o, n @)j (3)

= 2 ,rr/A is called "size paraneter."

The intensity functions iI and i2 are proportional to the electric field
components vertical and rarallel to the plane of observ;ation. The intensities
i and i 2 are infinite series of the form

(,l tam " a m cos Q + bm tm cos 24)
il I Sil2 = L -. M \I2\1

sI _I m= (4) r r
i - "! [a,, t. cos @ +-b TY cosLm=!

The ezrlitude functions a- and b- are complex numbers. T-hey are functions of
a and n, but are inderendent of the scatterin: a:sle 9. Physically, they can

be interTreted as the +zh electrica7 (a.) and the ith malnetic (bin) partial



wave originating from a dipole (first partial wave), a quadrupole (second
artial wave), and so on. The anSular functions TT, and tm depend only on

the scattering angle @, and contain the first and second derivative of the
Legendre polynomials of grade m and argument cos 9.

Integration over all angles gives the total scattered light

4IT

is,tot = Io .x2 /8 7 •  (iI + i2) d '% (5)
0

The angle d m can be expressed as

d ri= sin 9 a do. (6)

Since (only for incident nonpolarized light) the scattered light is sym-
metrical with respect to 0,

is,tot = 10
2 /8T 2 . S (iI + i2) sin Q dQ do

0 0

= IoA 2 /4-q § (ii + i2) sin 9 dG. (7)
0

Usually the total scattering intensity is given as scattering efficiency
factor Qs, a dimensionless number. Q. is defined as the ratio of scattering
cross section Cs over the geometrical particle cross section r

2 fr. Cs is

that cross section which would intercept as much incident radiation as is
being scattered by the particle; i.e.,

IS = Io Cs. (8)

Then, for Qs,
-T

= Cs/r 2  -[ + i2  sin 9 dG. (9)
0

As mentioned before, the ILie theory holds for nonabsorbing as well as
absorbing particles. From the electromaztetic theory, the refractive index
in the most general form is obtained.

n = r- (1 - o i) = j p- (10)

The permeability 31 may be set 1 for nonferromzgnetic materials, which simpli-

fies ecuation 1i0). Since the electric and the magnetic fields are propor-

tional to e (ctnz) = e - i  (z is the coordinate in the direction of
royagat io n ) the Poyrting vector of the energ:y flux is proportional to

e - u z W = a.-n' = Lzin' d / is called the absor-tion
coefficient.

4



In the case of absorbing particles, the total "extinction efficiency
factor" consists of two components--the efficiency factors for scattering
and absorption.

Qe = Qs + Qa-(1

It is mentioned here, but not proved, that the efficiency factors for scat-
tering and absorption follow from Mie's theory as

= 4/M 2 Re Lso) (see equation 4)

= 2/O 2 j (2 +1) Re(am + bi) (12)
m=l

Qs = 2/M 2 Z(2+l) (am[ 2 + i 2 (13)
m1l

If a medium which contains N particles per cc is exposed to radiation
of intensity Io, then over the path length dz the energy dIe W Io e e dz is
being extinguished. (Lambert's Law)

According to the definition of Ce, one can also write

dIe = I o Ce N = I o Qe r 2 T N,

from which follows

A = Qe r 2  "N. (14)

If the particles have different sizes and if there are N(r) dr particles of
size between r and r + dr per unit volume,

e- e = Qe TI(r) r2 rrdr. (15)

Similar relations hold for i s and t a-

With these theoretical solutions, the distribution of scattered light
can be computed around a single particle or a group of particles with
arbitrary size distribution.

The nwerical evaluation of !ie's theory is very time-consuming. Compu-
tations which use approximation methods are very unreliable and, except for
special cases (for instance n = 1 or n =a- ), they are of little value.

The convergence of the infinite series S1 and S2 becomes very slow for
increasinS M - values. This means that more and more partial waves am and
bm become of the saome order of magnitude. Penndorf 9 showed that for 6.- > 10
the number of ter-ms in the series which has to be computed is about m = 7 +
1.2 o. . The amplitude functions am and bm in S1 and F2 are functions of the
spherical Bessel functions of positive and negative half order and their
derivatives.



For machine computations these Bessel functions must be computed with
recursion formulas, which then give the Bessel functions as series of trigo-
nometric functions. (In 1Mie's publication they are still given as power
series.)

Such extensive computations can be conducted only with modern electronic
computers with large storage capacity and high-speed operation. Reliable
comutations have been carried out by Loan,1 0 Gumrecht and Sliepcevich l l

and Penndorf. 9 All these authors have computed the scattering properties for
water droplets in the visible range (n = 1.33). A comprehensive summary of
existing computations is given in Van DeHulst's book.8

2. Application of the Scattering Theory to Aerosol Particles. Mie's
theory covers a range for the refractive index from one to co and also for
the size parameter from zero to co . Where are the natural aerosol particles
placed in this n - Oc plane?

First, consider the refractive index. Junge2 found that the aerosol,
especially over the continents, contains a very strong sulfate-particle com-

ponent. Furthermore, as mentioned before, the sea salt particles are a sig-
nificant aerosol component. The refractive index for all these particles is
between 1.5 and 1.6. Volz1 2 found an effective'refractive index for aerosols
of 1.55 by refractometer measurements of precipitation residues. The absorp-
tion effect of such crystalline particles is negligible even in the near
infrared; the imaginary part of the complex refractive index for such parti-
cles would be of the order of magnitude of 10-5 or smaller.

However, in industrial areas there are amorphous particles (soot and

ashes) whose absortion is of the same order of magnitude as their scattering
effect. This means that the imaginary part of their refractive index can no
longer be neglected. The refractive index for carbon particles in the visi-
ble wavelength region is 1.6 - 0.66t. 1 3  It must be mentioned, however, that
the introduction of such a refractive index requires a completely homogeneous

structure of the particle, a condition assumed sufficiently satisfied for
small particles. Carbon particles are an extremely strong absorbing natural
aerosol. Higher complex refractive index values would belong to metallic
particles which may be found in special industrial areas. However. since
their occurrence will be very limited, they are not considered here.

The three values of refractive index--l.33 for water, 1.55 as effective

refractive index for natural aerosol, and 1.6-0.66i for carbon particles--
are a frame into which most of the natural aerosol particles will fit. Salt
particles becc: e droplets if the relative hwmidity approaches 100 percent.
Their refract-ve index will be between 1.33 and 1.55. The refractive index
of all solid -.articles, transparent to opcque, will be between 1.55 and
1.0-0.66i. It iust be mentioned, however, that interpolations in the refrac-
tive index must be done very carefully. The M.ie theory shows that the
intensities i I- and i 2 and also are complicated periodical functions of the
refractive incex. Penndorf" showed this very nicely in a tUre-dimensional

. ~ .7 ni el in. .. • --

Lodel. The scattering function. measured at a certain wavelength, is a
f'unction of n ad r and there are an infinite number of combinations of and
n which would solve the ecuation. It is therefore necessary to have at least
two neasure:*e.i.ts with different parameter values in order to be able to cor-
rel-ite a scat-lering function with a certain aerosol.

6



Aerosol particles cover a size range from about 10-7 to 10-3 cm radius.
Particles over this wride size-range influence the optical properties of the
atmosphere. The OC-range for scattering measurements therefore should reach
from 0.1 to about 100 for visible light.

Before concluding this discussion on the applicability of scattering
measurements for aerosol analysis, there are two more questions to be
answered: a) to what extent can the natural aerosol particles be considered
spherical? and b) how much do the scattering properties for nonspherical
particles deviate from those for spherical particles? Jacobi, Junge, and
Lippert! conducted electron microscopical analyses of natural aerosol parti-
cles. Their measurements showed that for continental aerosol (Taunus Observa-
tory) only about ten percent of all solid particles were nonspherical. A
considerable portion of natural aerosol particles exists in liquid form and
therefore can be assumed spherical. Electronmicroscope pictures of carbon
particles1 5 indicate that carbon particles also, if they are single particles,
are of spherical shape. However, they do have a great tendency to form
chains.

The question about deviations in scattering properties for nonspherical
particles is very difficult to answer. Atlas, Kerker, and Hitschfeldl6 in-
vestigated small-size-paraneter values (radar waves and snow crystals) and
found that particles of homogeneous orientation have a strong depolarizing
effect on an incident polarized wave. There are scattering theories for some
special nonspherical particles--for instance, small disks or cylinders. Van
DeHulst8 comares some scattering functions for spherical and cylindrical
particles with n = 1.5. The scattering functions are very similar and agree
in their characteristical properties: increasing forward scattering for
increasing cC- values; increase in secondary oscillations for increasing e C
Also, the absolute intensities of the scattered light are of the same order
of magnitude. Summarizing, M1ie's theory6 should give a very true picture of
the scattering properties of the natural aerosol.

Together with the Applied Mathematics Division of the U. S. National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., this Laboratory set up a program for
the comutation of scattering functions for particles with complex refractive
index. The computations were carried out with the IBM 704 computer of the
National Bureau of Standards.* The computed quantities were the intensity
functions iI and i2, and the efficiency factors for extinction and scatter-
in , e and Qs. The computations were carried out to eight decimal places.
The intensity functions were computed for angles from 0* to 20* in steps of
10, end from 200 to lE00 in steps of 10. Computations were made for the
refractive indices 1.55 and 1.6-0.66i and o.- values from 0.1 to 40.**

"e- athematical part of the project was conducted by Dr. H. J. Oser of
the j.ational Bureau of Standards. Publication in tabulated form of the
results of the computations (including computations for carbon particles
with concentric rater shell) w.ill be made by the Eational Bureau of
S ta_ drds.

-2o,.-ut ations up to o< -250 are presently under way.

7



3- Scattering Functions of Aerosol Particles. In Figs. 1 through 3
the computed scattering functions i I and i 2 , as well as (il + i 2 )/2 . i, are
plotted for OC-values from 0.1 to 40. The curves for the refractive index
1.33, taken from computations by Lowanl 0 and Gumprecht, l l are plotted in
Fig. 1; those for n = 1.55 in Fig. 2, and those for n = 1.6 - 0.661 in Fig. 3.
An investigation was made to determine how the material and size of the peati-
cle influence its scattering properties, especially how the absorption changes
the scattering function. In Fig. 4 the efficiency factors for extinction for
the three refractive indices are plotted as functions of M' . The Q-curves
have been smoothed out and do nct show the secondary maxima and minima which,
according to Penndorf's 9 computations, have a period of about oc/2 and an
amplitude of about 0.2.

The efficiency coefficients, starting at 0, increase for increasing C( ;
and for large oc they approach a final value of two. This so-called extinc-
tion paradox--i.e., that fact that a particle extinguishes trice as much
light as is incident on the particle--is explained by the conditions that all
light, including the light which is scattered into the very forward angles,
is being considered as extinguished, and that the distance particle-observer
is large compared to the particle diameter.

The dependence of Qe on the refractive index was investigated by Penn-
dorf.9 His comutations show that the or-value for the first maximum in Qe
is the smaller the larger the refractive index n. The maxima and minima in
the Q-curves can be made identical if Q is plotted as a function of 20 (n-l).
The maxima in Qe correspond to o(-values for which the diffracted light
(Fraunhofer diffraction) is in phase rith the light which penetrated the
particle. The minima are in places where the two components are out of phase.
This also explains why the secondary maxima and minima do not occur for the
complex refractive index. For absorbing as well as reflecting particles
(n = -), the diffracted portion of the light dominates. This smoothing of
the Qe curve with increasing imaginary part of the refractive index was
proved by computations of Johnson, Eldridge, and Terrell,17 who computed 0e
for n = 1.29(1 + ik), k variable from 0 to oo. From Fig. 4 it can also be
seen that for small OcZ / 1 values, Qe is almost identical to Qa because the
scattering effect for small particles is very small. For larger or, the con-
tribution of scattering and absorption to Qe is almost equal.

The curves for il, i2, and (i I + i 2 )/2 in Figs. 1 through 3 show how the
intensity of scattered light is distributed over the angular range. The
forward scattering (9 -* 00) increases from about 10-7 for o a 0.1 to about
10+5 for oc = 40. This is an increase by a factor 1012, whereas OC or, since
X changes only by a factor 2 over the visible range, r increases only by a
factor 100. For the range 1 4 ocl-5, the forward scattering increases
steadily for all particles. Table 1 and Fig. 5 give the ratio i(10*)/i(200).

The ratio is almost independent from the refractive index and almost constant
for c< / 1.

The back scattering increases only from 10-7 to 103 for real refractive
index and to 10! for complex refractive index. The ratio of forward to back
scattering increases with o up to about tr = 2. For larger O-values, the
number of interference maxima and minima in il and i 2 increases, and these
maxi.Ta and minima start to move through the 180 position as or increases;

8
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Table 1. Ratio i(100)/i(200) for Various Refractive Indices and cK Values

n = 1.33 1.55 1.6 -0.66i

0.6 1.052 1.053 1.052
1 1.063 1.062 1.064'
2 1.121 1.118 1.163
3 1.254 1.268 1.364
4 1.606 1.611 1.715
6 2.656 6.9 3.452
8 8.327 3.326 11.98

and therefore ii(1800 ) and i2(180*) are no longer monotone functions of OC.
For large absorbing particles there are diffraction rings only in the forward
directions. This means that for large a (oc >10) the oscillations in the
intensity functions disappear.

Van DeHulst 8 has shown that the distance between two maxima or minima in
il and i2 is approximately 180*/OC. This means that for 100 interval compu-
tations for o _> 4 the frequency of points is no longer sufficient to inter-
polate between them. This has also been shown in recent computations by
:oiese 18 for size parameter values up to 100. The amplitude of these oscilla-
tions is much smaller for i2 than for i1 . The curves in Figs. 1 through 3
forc$ > 4 are therefore not accurate with respect to these oscillations.
rhis is, however, not too critical, since for mixtures of particles of vari-
ous sizes these maxima and minima will cancel out. Furthermore, the computa-
tions for size distribution have been carried out for computed angular values
so that the resulting complex scattering values are absolutely correct.

Volz1 9 concluded from observations of black clouds of soot particles
that the 90 and especially the back scattering of absorbing aerosol particles
is much s.+maller than for nonabsorbing particles of the same size. This is
true especially for large particles. The back scattering for nonabsorbing
particles is about 30 to 50 times larger than it is for absorbing particles.
The intensity of scattered light under 90° is about one-third of that for
nonabsorbing particles.

For very small particles (o-1), the light scattered under 90* is com-
pletely polarized; i.e., i2(D) .i l (cO). This is the range of Rayleigh
scatterin i. If the particle is small comoared to the incident wavelength,
the field across the particle can be ccnsidered homo~zeneous and the dipole
moment which is being induced in the particle becomes

E0. (16)

,cc is in this case the polarizability of the particle.) The intensity of
the scattered light according to Raylei4h's theory then becomes

iR n_ 1(i + cos Q) (17)

1+



It can be seen from this equation that the shape of the scattering function
does not depend on the refractive index.

According to Ilie's theory the components i I and i 2 are always linear
polarized, and the definition given as a measure for the degree of polariza-
tion is

P-- " i2(18)
i I + i 2

And since iI and i2 are functions of Q, P(@) is called "polarization function."

Bullrich20 has measured the polarization function for haze and fog. He
showed that the polarization function is a very good criterion for the deter-
mination of aerosol distributions. The properties of the polarization function
for aerosol particles are shown in Figs. 6 through 8. The polarization is
the same for all particles with c , 1. Between LX = 1 and oC = 2, the mini-
mum in i 2 starts to shift from 90 ° to 1200 and becomes flatter. The polariza-
tion becomes negative for certain angles.

Summarizing the scattering properties of monodisperse aerosol particles:

Properties typical for the particle size:

a. There is a very distinct limit between the Rayleigh and the Mie
region. If there is a sharp minimum in i 2 at 90 ° (P(90°)> 0.95), then M is
smaller than 1 (Rayleigh scattering).

b. The scattering function for 0C , 1 has the same shape for all oK and
n. For a determination of M , one needs an absolute measurement of i.

c. For the range l< 42, the position of the minimum of i 2 allows an
estimate of the OC-value.

d. Between ot = 1 and OQ = 5, the steepness of the scattering function
for forward angles (see Table 1) allows a determination of oQ.

e. If the scattering function shows sharp maxima and minima between

9 = 0* and @ = 200 , then _X > 15.

Properties typical for the refractive index:

a. A determination of the refractive index for particles with oC 4 1
requires an absolute measurement of i.

b. For 14 -- 4 5, oa has to be 1mown to determine n.

c. ForeY.> 5, absorbing particles can be identified by the fact that for
large 9 the maxijm and minima in iI and i2 disappear.

4. Aerosol Size Distributions and Their Scattering Functions. Normally
the natural aerosol does not occur in monodiserse form, but has a rather wide
size distribution which follows a power law of the following form:
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Ali• (19)r +

ii.: is the number of particles with radii between r and r + Ar. Sometimes
,,oquaton (19) is also written in logarithmic form:

an = - (20)
dlogr rOa

Junge 21 found from measurements in Franlkfurt at the Taunus observatory and at
the Zugspitze that e = 3 gives a best fit to the natural size distribution.
With high relative humidity the larger particles grow faster than the smaller
ones so that the size distribution becomes flatter and for 100-percent humidity
follows an r- 2 . 5 law.

Volz1 2 derived a complex extinction curve:

O = r2 i Qe(a,) dN (r), (21)

0

CO

e 11 (/21) +2 OC -?+i . Qe( ) dX. (22)
0

Equation (22) shows that A no longer appears under the integral. The product

- , Q(cs ) remains finite as long as . 5, since Q( o) for the Rayleigh
region is proportionalr. . For absorbing particles, the slope of the Q-curve
is even steeper, so that in this case jA may assume even larger values.

In Fig. 9, Q(ci) for n = 1.55 is sratiplied by r 2 ',F Ar/r 3 (correspond-
in, to eA = 2) and also with r 2 r. Ar/r 4 (corresponding to ,- = 3). The func-
tions i'- Ar/r and '- Ar/r2 are mul-tiplied with a factor so that their value
ecoies 1 for c< = 0.1. Thereby A has to be considered constant, and

o'(r). The result of equation (22) now becomes obvious; a variation of k means
only a multirlication or division of the abscissa with a constant. Figure 9
aiso shows that only a relatively narrow size range contributes to the comolex
e-xtinction. This effective size range is the smaller the steener the size dis-
tribution. The ,st effective particles (i.e., neak in the K-curve) are the

larer the flatter the size distribution. In ee2 K K2 (for = 3) 85per-

cent of the t.ot--- scattered lif:ht is between 1L d€ 5; i.e.. for visible light
r bet-oer. 0.Ozf and 0.56 maicron. For the size distribution / = 2, about 70

'_rconz of the cxinction is caued b-; aticies between c. 1 and 10, and
- ercenL oy T:ricles with 1 < (.0. This means for visible ! 7ht a size

r-..-. e cf C b5 r <l.o and 0.uf5e r <.. resectively. Tor a different wrave-
ion - ro ;ion, he 1 r, ic1e-sizc ran -e will be different, as Yointei out by
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Trhe following is an explanation of how the scattering function is
influenced by the power distribution. In tables 2 through 7 the scattering
functions for the two size distributions An = cAr/r4 and A2 = cAr/r3 have
been computed for three values of refractive index n = 1.33, n = 1.55, and
n = 1.6 - 0.66i, with Ar = 1 and 6P( N = 40) = 1. Computed are T il(PC,Q)
At(r) = £i( OC, 9) and i i*(c,@) for angular intervals of 300, and four
size intervals from 1<0 6 to 0.l/Z 40.

Also computed are (i* + i*)/2 = ( I +,- i*)/2 and the polarization

functions P(@) = (i4 -v- ii)/(* ij + I i*). The numerical values in the

tables are only relative, since they depend on the arbitrary selection of AN.
The functions E i* and also the components E ij and : i* for the size range

fromn 0.1 1 KZ 40 are plotted in Figs. 10 and ii.

Table 2. Computed Complex Scattering liunctions

n = 1.33; AN . Ar
r

00 300 60- 900 1200 150 1800

0.5 zc 40
iI 44.57 3.017 0.927 0.270 0.146 0.163 0.215
i* 44.57 2.98 0.463 0.099 0.061 0.096 0.215

2)i+4)/2 44.57 2.999 0.695 0.185 0.104 0.129 0.215
P(Q) 0 +0.006 +0.334 +0.46 +0.41 0.259 0

II

0.5 X- (Z 10
£.ij 13.99 2.65 0.862 0.262 0.130 0.126 0.116

£ i2 13.99 2.53 0.379 0.071 0.044 0.108 0.116
13.99 .59 0.621 0.167 0.087 0.117 0.116

P(Q) 0 +0.209 +0.39 +0.574 +0.495 +O.077 0

III
0.5 zc<6

ij 5.37 2.2.) 0.c02 0.241 0.114 0.091 0.097

• 5.37 2.0, 0.300 0.046 0.032 0.069 0.097

+)/ 5.37 2.18 0.551 0.144 0.073 0.080 0.097
P(Q) 0 +0.053 0.455 +0.-- +0.56 +0.135 0

-0o~7C 0 -7' c- 0.22:_ 0.102 0.-07) 0.-0 E5_~~ 0 .0o2 : o7 0.085
5. 30 2.05 0.27 0.0-o 0.029 0.060 0.035

+i)2 5.36 2.05 0.227 0.046 0.0 0.060 0.085
F(+) 0 D.053 +.'5 +0.D-5 +0.556 +0.137 0
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Table 3. Computed Complex Scattering Functions

n = 1.33; AN Ar

00 300 60- 900 1200 1500 1800
I

0.5 z-L 40

L i 20.09 0.367 0.059 0.0174 0.0127 0.0263 00294

i 20.09 0.398 0.0618 0.0193 0.0095 0.0095 0.0294

E(i*i)/2 20.09 0.383 0.0604 0.0184 0.0112 0.0179 0.0294

P(@) 0 -0.041 -0.023 -0.052 40.134 0.147 0

Ii

0.5 4M z 10

Yi 1.941 0.234 0.039J 0.0144 0.0072 0.0092 0.0069

1i* 1.941 0.237 0.0302 0.0075 0.0037 0.0053 0.0069

.(i*+2)/2 1.941 0.2355 0.0347 0.0109 0.0055 0.0078 0.0069

P(@) 0 -0.0064 40.128 40.315 40.321 10.269 0

III
0.5 z DlC 6

£il 0.463 0.169 0.0285 0.0108 0.0047 0.0034 0.0039

ji* o.463 0.157 0.0168 0.0033 0.0016 0.0026 0.0039

:E(il+i*)/2 0.463 0.163 0.0227 0-0071 0.0032 0.0030 0.0039

P(@) 0 40.037 0.259 +0.530 -0.490 40.133 0

IV
1 o z 6

£il o.463 0.169 0.0283 0.0106 o.oo46 0.0033 0.0038

i* 0.463 0.157 0.0167 0.0033 0.0015 0.0025 0.0038

(il+i )/2 0.463 0.163 0.0225 0.0069 0.00305 0.0029 0.0038

P(Q) 0 40.037 +0.26 -0.525 40.51 +0.138 0

21



Table 4. Computed Complex Scattering Functions

n =1.55; A N C
rT

00 60 ° 90 °  1 o  15o0
!

I 44.a 5.31 .54 0.586 0.276 0.291 1.146

i 4L.i 4.59 1.73 0.454 0.25'4 0.473 1.146

2 44.1 4.5,  1.64 0.52 0.285 0. 382 1.146

P(G) o 40.073 -0.058 10.127 -0.032 -0.24 0

0. 14 .10
i !  12.8 4.22 1.42, 0.558 0.271 0.288 0.799

1i2  12.8 4.22 1.30 0. 4 3 o.286 0.468 0.799

1(i+-2)/2 12.8 4.22 1.36 0.495 0.279 0.378 0.799

P(@) 0 0 4o.o44 +0.125 -0.02- -0.24 0

!II

0.14 c Lc

i2j 9. 6 4.18 1.40 0.551 0.263 0.251 O. 9

- 9.6 3.60 1.18 0.383 0.231 0.376 0.439

(i!+.)/2 j'.6 3.89'  1.29 0.467 0.247 0.313 0.43

P(g) 0 -0.032 40.oe5 4o.18 +0.065 -0.2 0

4 ~6
;i 9.5b 4.16 1.38 0.53 0.24. 0.23 0.418

c£F* 9 35 5.I 1.13 0.382 0.226 0.36 0.418

5"- i )/2 9.59 3. 7 1.2o 0.ri 0.235 0.2 o. 41 ,

+0 0 ,Z).o7 +0.10 -0.16 -0.036 -0.22 0

C.:



Table 5. Computed Complex Scattering Functions

n = 1.55; LIT = c3 Ar
r3

00 300 600 90 1200 1500 180 °

I

0.1 Z-cA- 40

i 19.11 0.416 0.125 0.040 0.020 0.023 0.227

:F 2  19.11 0.439 0.102 0.046 0.026 0043 0.2272

:E(ii+i2)/2 19.11 0.428 0.114 0.043 0.023 0.033 0.227

P(@) 0 -0.027 -0.101 -0.07 -0.13 -0.30 0

II
0. 1 o 10

i 1.32 0.288 0.083 0.023 0.012 0.015 0.093

2 1.32 0.294 0.065 0.035 0.022 0.036 0.093

(4±i)/2 1.32 0.291 0.074 0.029 0.017 0.026 0.093

P(Q) 0 -0.010 0.12 -0.21. -0.29 -0.41 0

III
0.!i z 6

i* 0.734 0.264 0.020 0.023 0.010 0.009 0.026

f2 0.734 0.263 0.045 0.025 0.011 0.023 0.026

(il+i*)/2 0.734 0.264 0.063 0.024 0.011 0.016 0.026

P(Q) 0 -0.002 0.28 -0.042 -0.048 -o.44 0

IV
1{s '< 6

i i  0.734 o. 264 0.080 0.023 0.010 0.009 0.026

£i 0.734 0.263 0.045 0.025 0.011 0.023 0.026

(il+Z2)// 0.734 0.264 0.063 0.024 0.011 0.016 0.026

P(@) 0 -0.002 -0.28 -0.042 -o.o48 -0.44 0
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Table 6. Computed Complex Scattering Functions

n = 1.6 - o.661; AN = rc Ar
r

00 300 60 900 120 150 18o °

I

:i 37.81 3.06 1.291 o.614 0.428 0.372 0.354

i1 37.81 2.256 0.415 0.129 0.152 0.278 0.354

f (1i+i)/2 37.81 2.631 0.853 0.372 0.290 0.325 0.354

P(e) 0 40.153 40.513 *.o.653 40.476 0.140 0

II
0.14 Lb 10

i{ 9.206 2.941 1.265 0.599 0.418 0.364 0.346

%i 2  9.206 2.180 0.413 0.126 0.147 0.272 0.346

(i+1*)/2 9.206 2.561 0.839 0.363 0.283 0.318 0.346

P(@) 0 0.149 -0.508 -0.652 -+0.480 40.145 0

III
O.Ic 4 6

fi 5.274 2.867 1.242 0.587 o.41o 0.357 0.340

i * 5.274 2.153 0.410 0.122 0.142 0.267 0.340

<(il-.i2)/2 5.274 2.510 0.826 0.355 0.276 0.312 0.340

P(@) 0 40.142 40.504 40.656 +0.486 0.144 0

IV

Ii 5.216 2.805 1.181 0.530 0.353 0.303 0.286

£i 5.216 2.107 0.395 0.121 0.128 0.225 0.286

f.(i*+i*)/2 5.216 2.456 0.788 0.326 0.241 0.264 0.286

P(Q) 0 -0.142 40.499 40.628 40.468 +o.148 0
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Table 7- Computed Complex Scattering Functions

n = 1.6 - o.66i; A = c Arr3

00 300 60 °  90 °, 120°  1508 1800

I

o.1 cc 40
Eii 18.39 0.203 0.062 0.025 0.017 0.018 0.013

:Li* 18.39 0.130 0.018 0.008 0.008 0.011 0.013

(i*+i2)/2 18.39 0.167 0.040 0.016 0.013 0.015 0.013

P(Q) 0 -+0.22 40.55 -+0.51 +0.36 -+0.24 0

II

0.1 Z 0 10

i 1.043 0.162 0.052 0.019 0.012 0.011 0.010

2 1.043 0.114 0.017 0.007 0.006 0.008 0.010

,.(i*+i*)/2 1.043 0.138 0.035 0.013 0.009 0.0095 0.010

P(@) 0 40.174 -+0.51 -0.46 4.33 -+<0.16 0

III

l 0.355 0.149 0.048 0.017 0.011 0.010 0.009

i .355 0.109 0.017 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.009

5(i3ii)/2 0.355 0.120 0.0323 0.0115 0.008 0.009 0.009

P(Q) 0 40.155 40.49 40.48 0.38 +0.18 0

i- cz 6
£il 0.131 o.143 0.0-7 0.017 0.010 0.009 0.00)

<V-2 0.133 0.10? 0.01 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.00)

: (il+i )/2 0.133 0.129 0.03: 0.0115 0.0075 0.008 0.009

P(Q) 0 -+0.15 +0. 4 +0.48 10.33 +0.125 0



As one would expect, the ide size distribution smoothes out the scat-
tering f-unction. It can also be seen that with a flat size distribution the
relative higher number of large particles causes a stronger forward scatter-
ing, and for nonabsorbing particles a stronger back scattering. In table 8
the ratio Ei(lO0 )/ E £(120 ) has been computed:

Table 8. Ratio (10)/. (12O0) for Various Refractive Indices and Size Distributions

m l = c r/r4  A - c r/r3

1.133 16o 320
1.55 65 100

1.6 - 0.66i 33 75

The scattering function for absorbing particles is characterized by the con-
stant value for @ >1000.

In Figs. 10 to 13 the functions : i for four different C -ranges are
plotted. It can be seen that a reduction of the LA-range has more influence
on the scattering function the flatter the size distribution. Table 9 again
demonstrates the influence of the steepness of the size distribution on the
scattering function. The intensities here are given in percent, whereby the
range 0.l < 40 is assumed to be 100 percent.

Table 9. Influence of Size Distribution on the Shape of the Complex Scattering Function

"* + i)/2 in percent

0_ 600 120* 1800

m = 1.33
0. i 2 24 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
0.l ( 4 10 31 9.3 90 57 84 49 54 23
0.1<4- z- 6 12 2.2 79 37.5 70 29 45 13.5
1 40L 6 12 2.2 43 37 28 27 40 13

0.1 1- d_ 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
0.1 < c 410 29 6.9 83 65 98 74 70 41
0.1<l -L 6 22 3.8 79 55 87 48 38 ll
1 Lo L 6 22 3.8 77 55 82 48 37 11

nz-!. 6-o. 66i

0. cx(% 40 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
O.i4 (Zi0 24 5.7 98 88 98 69 98 77
O.l<' Lc 6 14 1.9 97 81 95 62 96 69
1 < c< 6 14 0.7 92 81 83 58 81 69

As nmentioned before, the shape of the complex scattering function for a
ower distribution is independent of the wave length. 2-1 This can be shown by

a sizilar consideration as the one of equations (21) and (22). From equation
(j) follows:
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2 12 l+ 2 \2 i (Cf)(aIioj41T2 2 - 4-r2 .Q.(a

With a size distribution AN(r) = c r -  Ar, follows

00
1.2 *c* iVc,@r(+1)

Io .A c . r .(~cQ'%

const r d (+2) i

0

If the integral is taken from zero to infinity, it includes all e< values
end becomes independent of ?A . If the integral .has an upper limit, then the
scattered light is constant from Q = 0 to a small angle Qg and equals I(@o)

as i eller has sh 22 Qg is larger for long-wave radiation than for short-
wave radiation. If the size distribution deviates from a power distribution,

\ can no longer be eliminated from the integral, and the angular distribu-
tion therefore becomes a function of the wavelength.

Volz1 2 has shown how the complex extinction and scattering function

respond to deviations from a power law distribution. A convex size
distribution results in an excess of red light for large scattering angles
(aureolae and Bishop rings). A concave size distribution (for instance, a
power distribution with a hole) has the opposite effect; i.e., an excess of
red light for small angles.

The polarization functions in Figs. 14 through 16 show some interesting
results. The maim and minima in the scattering functions of the larger
particles mostly cancel out so that only the polarization of the smaller
particles remains. The polarization increases if the size range is limited
to smaller particles. The uniformity of the scattering fuctions for absorb-
ing particles is also indicated in the complex polarization fuections. A
c hange of the limits of the size spectrum has ver y little effect on the com-
plex polarization function for absorbing particles.

Sui.rizin 3, the following conclusions are dra~am from the measurement of
a polarization function:

a. If i I and i 2 are s1ooth curves (without rmaxia and mnima), and if

they have a definite forward scatterinz, then the aerosol has a size
dcistribution.

b. If measurements at two cr more different ivelenths ive the same
anv lar deennce, the size distribution follows a ro;er laow.

c. dro- the steerness of the forlrard scattering estimated value cn
(r ecie for Bhe enoes.t of the izer-!a; distribution.

-1
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7.:easurements of the Li-ht-Scatterin- Properties of !'atural Aerosol Distributions

1. Instru:entation. The li~ht-scatterinT measurements -,ere carried out
with a nolar-ne!,he1 oeter-ty e inst' twent. This light-scattering meter was
built Lnder a Sigual Corps contract (DA 36-039 SC-70142) by the Perkin and
Elmer Ccororation, o .raJ:, Conn., and has been described previously in Perkin
and ELrner's rerort and also in USA"SRDL Technical Report 2038. Therefore only
a brief clescription is Siven here.

-igure 17 is a sche.matic diagram of the instum..ent. A collimated light
be-n,, ori inating from the source L, is chopped by a rotatinrr chopper C at a
rete of a-=rox:mtely 12 cycles per second. The effective scattering volwume--

that is, the volm:e which is both illirinated by the incident bean and viewed
by the detector system--is about 1.2 cc if the detector arm is in the 900
position. The detector ari is capable of scanning over the angular range from
2' for_ ard scattering to 1400. The ang;ular resolution of the instrunent is,
depending on the opening of the exit iris, either 1/20 or 10. The original
221 photomultiplier for visible light was replaced by a newer and more sensi-
tive RCA 7264 photomultiplier. With this improved receiver, scattering
measurements at concentrations as low as a few hundred particles per cc are
possible.

Polarization filters in the source and detector arm permit studies of the
polarizing effects of aerosol particles and also, of course, separate measure-
ments of the components il and i2 . The spectral sensitivity of the system's
light source (circonium lamp) photomultiplier receiver (7264) is showm in
Fig. 18 in relative units. For measurements at very low concentrations, the
use of the total spectral range is necessary. However, for higher concentra-
tions (several thousand effective scattering particles), the insertion of
interference filters into the path of the in~ident light allows measurements
with monochromatic light.

A rough estimate of the available intensities and energies gives the fol-
lowing- figures: !he intensity of incident light I o is about 0.5 Pw/cm2 . This
means that the intensity of light scattered into a steradian of 10 by one parti-
cle for a size pareameter C = 1 is of the order of 10-0 microwatts. The ampli-
fication b." the photoumltiplier is of the order of io7, and the amplifiers
increase the si mal by a factor of about 105.

The light-scattering meter has been tested in the laboratory through
measurements with latex -articles of :uio-wn size, refractive index, and concen-
tration. it proved to -ive reproducible values (see USASRDL TR-2038).

2. Scatterin - hctions of :,atural Aerosol. A series of measurements of
the scatterin. .function e-d the rolarization function was conducted with the
li-ht-scattering meter. The site for the measurements was the peninsular of
island Beach in I[ew jersey, at a point about 150 feet inland from the Atlantic
coast. The measuremevns were conducted during the period between 20 April and
17 :a- !.o!. Except for the two measurements on 20 and 24 April, all measure-
.ents were made dunn-. &air._ness so that the instrnment test-chamber could be

left co:mrletely oen to assure free access of the air sample. This was parti-
cv axri-y immortant because of the very low absolute concentrations and the high
relative h'jxidit. values encountered in r.ost of the cases.

D5
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The total concentrations in all cases except for 17 May were between 1
and 10 x 1O3 particles per cc. These total concentrations were measured with
a General Electric nucleus counter 2 3 which works on the Aitken-counter prin-
ciple and responds to pariticles over a size range from lO- 7 to l0 - 3 cm radius.
From the theoretical considerations given above in the paragraphs under
"Aerosol Size Distribution and Scattering Functions," it follows that only a
small portion of this size range--namely, for visible light and a power-law
distribution--a range of 0.1< r 45 microns will be effective for light
scattering.

The measured scattering functions are plotted in Figs. 19 through 27.
The measurements were conducted with the to-tal spectral bandwidth of the sys-
tam (0.4 to 0.6 micron). This means that any size determination is accurate
only to within a factor of 2 which, however, is good considering the wide size
distribution of aerosol particles.

The measured scattering fuctions show ver; clearly the difference
between land and sea aerosol. The very strong fonard scattering on 8 and
10 ]-ay and 20 April indicates the presence of large sea-aerosol particles,
probably hydroscopic salt particles. The extreme miniuum around 900
is a phenonenon which cannot yet be explained. However, the same effect has
been found in measurements by other investigators with different methods,* so
an instrumental error is very unlikely the cause. An extreme case is the
measurement of 3 ilaY (Fig. 23). Such a scattering function would result from
an aerosol which contains only very small particles (O l1). This would cor-
respond to sizes r .1 micron. Also, the measurements on 24 April and 5 and
17 Mahy show very little foiward scattering.

The polarization functions for the two measurements on 10 and 17 May are
plotted in Fig. 28. The strong polarization around 1000 on 17 May indicates
very clearly the presence of many small particles. This is in good agreement
with the wide minimum in the scattering function.

It follows very clearly from this series of measurements that in cases
with trajectories of the air-flow from the ocean the increased concentration
of lar.e sea-aerosol particles is responsible for a strong forward-scattering
comonent, whereas the land aerosol is characterized by an abundance of small
particles.

COINCLUSIOI:S

The reported measured scattering functions and polarization functions
indicate that liSht-scatterin- rieasurements and their comparison with theo-
retical data allow a i.ood correlation with the composition and size distribu-
tion of natural aerosol particles.

?-J JRE PLANS

Theoretical comutations of size distributions which do not follow a
nover law, such as Gaussian distributions, are now being conducted. It may
also be necessary to consider the effects of maixed aerosols; for instance,

*Private consznication ith Dr. K Bullrich, University of Mainz, Germany.
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I00

Fig. 19. Light-scattering functions measured

ait Island Beach State Park, . J.
20 April 1961.
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I 00

Fig;. 20. Light-scattering functions measured
at Island Beach State Park, N~. J.,
24 April 196l.
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Fig. 21. Light-scattering functions measured
at Island Beach State Park, 1 J.,
26 April 1961.
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1or

Fig. 22. Light-scattering functions measured
at island Beach State Park, !I. J.,
1 1ay 1961.
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Fig. 23. Light-scattering functions measurec
at Islana Beach State Park, 1-1. J.,

3 May 1961.
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Fig. 24. Light-scattering functions measured
at island Beach State Park, :. J.,
5 may 1961.
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Fig. 25. Light-scattering functions measured
at Island Beach State Park, N. J.,
8 m~ay 1961.
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Fig. 26. Lighit-scattering functions measured
a.Is1ead Beach1 State Park, N. J.,

10 ma~y 1961.
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Fig. 27. Light-scattering functions measured
at Island Beach State Park, V. J.,.
17 ! aY 1961.
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mixtures of water droplets and absorbing particles for certain industrial
areas.

The future plans for the experimental part of this research include
systematic measurements of the scattering properties of natural aerosol parti-
cles in various locations which have typical aerosols; for instance, the Smoky
Mountain haze and aerosol in industrial areas. In connection with the scat-
.ering function measurements, it is desirable to conduct independent measure-
ments of the total concentrations and their time variation, and also parallel
measurements of the size distribution. These measurements rill be for com-
parison purposes; for instance, with the Coetz aerosol spectrometer.24

Theoretical Studies must be made to compute the contribution of Rayleigh
scattering to the total scattering. Is is also necessary to compute other
size distributions and their complex scattering functions.

It is hoped that these measurements and their evaluation will yield a
rather comprehensive picture of the optical properties of various na+ural
aerosol distributions and in addition supply more information about the com-
position and the physics of natural aerosol particles.
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